Help attract and retain quality employees with the NRA Pharmacy Discount Card program — a new prescription savings solution for members of the National Restaurant Association and its state restaurant association partners, including the Pennsylvania Restaurant & Lodging Association (PRLA). It is completely **FREE** and can help NRA/PRLA members and their employees **save up to 75%** (with an average savings of 40%) on all FDA-approved prescription medications. This program is **not insurance** and can be used by virtually anyone, including those who are uninsured and those who are purchasing a prescription not covered by their insurance.

Administered through OptumRx®, the NRA Pharmacy Discount Card program leverages a large network and buying power to provide access to better pricing and meaningful discounts. Here are some features of the program:

- **Accepted at more than 62,000 pharmacies nationwide** – Participating pharmacies in the program include Walmart, Walgreens, Rite Aid, Target, Costco, Good Neighbor, CVS, Duane Reade, Sam's Club and more.
- **No exclusions apply** – Because this program is not insurance, there are no deductibles, medical history exclusions, limitations or maximums. It is available to NRA/PRLA member businesses and their employees regardless of health benefits carrier.
- **No fees or forms** – There are no fees or registration forms for this program.
- **Pre-activated and easy-to-use** – The card is pre-activated and can be used immediately by anyone in the entire household. Individuals simply present the card at a participating pharmacy when filling a prescription. If they also have insurance, individuals should present both their insurance card and the discount card to see which card offers the better price.
- **Privacy is protected** – Claims are processed by OptumRx and privacy is protected. Personal information will never be rented or sold to a third party.
- **Co-branding option for member employers** – This program offers NRA/PRLA member employers the option to co-brand the pharmacy discount card with their logo. All production costs are covered.

Not only will members and their employees save money on prescriptions by using the NRA Pharmacy Discount Card but they also will help give back to the National Restaurant Association Educational Foundation (NRAEF) and state restaurant association educational foundations. Each time a prescription is filled using this card, the NRAEF and its state partners will receive a portion of the proceeds.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1 How can this pharmacy discount card program help NRA/PRLA members and their employees?

With millions of people lacking coverage to purchase prescription medications, many are forced to pay out-of-network prices. This pharmacy discount card program provides NRA/PRLA members and their employees with relief from the already high and continually rising costs of prescription medications for these purchases. The card also complements existing insurance. While the program helps the uninsured, no policy can cover every medication all the time. However, this card program does. So even those with comprehensive insurance plans can benefit from this pharmacy discount card program.

2 What type of discounts can be expected through this program?

Discounts are available on virtually every FDA-approved prescription medication – both generics and brands; and they vary based on the type of prescription. Discounts can range up to 75% off the retail price, with an average discount of about 40%. Eligible discounts are available on an ongoing basis for both prescriptions and refills and never expire.

3 Where is this pharmacy discount card accepted?

This pharmacy discount card is accepted at more than 62,000 pharmacies throughout the country, including major pharmacy chains and local stores. Participating pharmacies include Walmart, Walgreens, Rite Aid, Target, Costco, Good Neighbor, CVS, Duane Reade, Sam’s Club and more.

4 Is there a registration process for this pharmacy discount card program and are there any fees to pay for it?

No. Because this card is not insurance, there are no forms to fill out and there will never be any fees associated with its service. It is a FREE program and available to all U.S. residents. No one can be denied because of age, medical history, residency status or frequency of use. This pharmacy discount card is “pre-activated” and can be used by anyone in the entire household.

5 Is privacy protected?

Yes. Claims are processed by OptumRx. Privacy is protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), a federal law with which this pharmacy discount card program is compliant. Personal information will never be rented or sold to a third party.

6 What happens when a pre-activated pharmacy discount card is used?

When a pre-activated card is used at a participating pharmacy, the pharmacy will record the card user’s information in its computer. Once the information has been stored by the pharmacist, the card user will be eligible for discounts when presenting the card at that pharmacy on future visits. Plus, each time a prescription is filled using the card, the NRAEF and its state partners will receive a portion of the proceeds.

For more information on the NRA Pharmacy Discount Card program or to place an order to receive cards for your PRLA member business, contact Moriah Murphy at moriah.murphy@optum.com.